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Abstract—Research trends in multimedia strive to incorporate
multiple modalities, such as audio, video, graphics, and haptics,
into multimedia applications to enhance the user’s experience. Re-
searchers have made significant progress in advanced multimedia
by incorporating virtual reality environments, haptics, and scent
into the human computer interaction paradigm. However, the
communication of multimedia data over the Internet (particularly
the haptic media) remains a real challenge since each media has
varying and sometimes conflicting communication requirements.
This paper proposes Admux, an adaptive application layer mul-
tiplexing framework (including a communication protocol) for
multimedia applications incorporating haptic, visual, auditory,
and scent data for nondedicated networks. Being an application
layer framework, Admux is highly adaptable to the application
requirements, the media type (haptic, audio, video, etc.), and the
network conditions. To facilitate the application–Admux commu-
nication, we used haptic application metalanguage descriptions.
Second, Admux enhances the network throughput by adopting
statistical multiplexing. Finally, Admux enables media prioritiza-
tion based on the application events and QoS requirements. By
simulating an interpersonal teleconferencing system (named the
HugMe system), our results showed that Admux provides dynamic
bandwidth allocation based on the network conditions, media type,
and application events.

Index Terms—Adaptive communication framework, audio–
visual communication protocols, haptics, statistical multiplexing,
telehaptics.

I. INTRODUCTION

WHEN two humans communicate in a face-to-face fash-
ion, they do so by exchanging information via several

media cues. Common communication signals include visual
cues (such as gaze, facial expressions, and gesture), auditory
cues (such as intonation and voice quality), and haptic cues
(such as shoulder tip, handshaking, and tangents). These modal-
ities play a prominent complimentary role in both the semantic
and the socioemotional aspects of communication [1]. For ex-
ample, a formal spoken statement accompanied by a particular
facial expression (visual) and a shoulder tip (haptic) might
be interpreted as a joke. Therefore, face-to-face interaction is
naturally a form of multimodal communication.
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A. Haptic–Audio–Visual Multimedia Applications

Augmenting a real scene with virtual objects has recently
received significant attention; a research field referred to as
mixed reality [2]. Adding virtual cues enhances the quality of
user experience in several applications ranging from entertain-
ment and gaming to medical training and military applications.
Similar applications can be found in [3] and [4].

Haptics plays a prominent role in making virtual objects
physically palpable in a collaborative and/or networked virtual
environment. For instance, the learning tool proposed in [5]
allows users to learn handwriting by means of force feedback to
handwrite characters from Japanese, Arabic, English, French,
and Spanish languages. The authors in [6] reviewed the ap-
plications of haptics in various multimedia applications and
systems. Therefore, a haptic modality has been proven effective
in applications of learning physical skills.

There have been few efforts to add the sense of smell or scent
to the universe of multimedia. There is already a commercial
device called the Scent Dome—developed and marketed by
Trisenx—that allows users to smell products sold online or
create and e-mail their own scents [7]. Indeed, the sense of
smell is envisioned to be crucial media in multimedia systems
in the few years to come.

Therefore, the trend with multimedia applications and sys-
tems is the incorporation of multiple media in order to enhance
the user’s quality of experience (QoE). The relationships be-
tween the different media, how they interact with each other
and how a human perceives them, have been studied by many
researchers [8]. On the other hand, the communication of such
multimedia information over the Internet remains a challenging
research question.

B. Haptic–Audio–Visual Communication Requirements

The networking requirements are defined using the quality of
service (QoS) model that quantizes the quality of information
delivery as a set of quality parameters that can be at both the
application and networking levels. In the networking terminol-
ogy, QoS aims at increasing the overall utility of the network by
granting priority to higher-value or more performance-sensitive
flows [9]. The authors in [9] claim that four QoS parameters are
the most crucial for teleconferencing applications: delay, jitter
(the variation of the network delay), data loss rate, and data
rate [9].

Video conferencing applications are delay sensitive and
loss sensitive by nature [9]. The QoS requirements for video
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TABLE I
QoS PARAMETERS FOR FOUR MEDIA: AUDIO,

VIDEO, GRAPHICS, AND HAPTICS

communication are specified in [10] as follows: 1) Transfer
delays should always be less than or equal to 400 ms to ensure
an acceptable quality of a perception level; 2) the jitter effect
should be at a maximum of 30 ms; 3) the bandwidth require-
ments, compared to other media, are the most demanding (from
2.5 to 5 Mb/s); and 4) the data loss rate should always be within
1% for stable video rendering.

As for audition, the delay constraints can be either tight or
relaxed—depending on whether the application is interactive
or not. However, as a rule of thumb, humans expect higher
fidelity audio and do not usually tolerate quality degradations
[9]. Bandwidth is not a major concern for audio traffic; typical
values range from 22 to 200 kb/s. The critical audio require-
ments are the end-to-end delay, jitter, and loss. Typical delays
in audio data transfer are bounded to 150 ms, whereas jitter
should be maintained at a maximum of 30 ms. As in video, the
audio data loss rate should be less than 1%.

The quality of a virtual/graphics cue is commonly evaluated
at the application and user levels and is usually referred to
as QoE [11]—such as user preferences, user performance,
satisfaction, etc. However, the network QoS requirements have
a direct impact on the overall QoE [12]. Several studies were
conducted to derive the network QoS requirements for graphics
and virtual object communication, and the findings were as
follows: transfer delay ranging from 100 to 300 ms, jitter
less than or equal to 30 ms, a packet loss rate of 10% or
less, and a bandwidth ranging from 45 kb/s to a maximum of
1.2 Mb/s [12].

The concept of sending haptic data over a network is referred
to as “telehaptics” [13]. One unique requirement in telehaptics
is that unwanted vibrations and unbounded forces are not only
distracting but also potentially unsafe for the human operator.
Many network impairments, such as delay, jitter, and packet
loss, can easily result in unstable haptic rendering, and there-
fore, haptic data communication is the most demanding as for
the QoS requirements [10]. The latency requirement is very
strict for haptic data, is largely affected by the performed task
(tactile or kinesthetic feedback), and usually ranges between 3
and 100 ms [14], [15]. It has also been shown that jitter has
the greatest impact on the coordination performance when the
latency was high and the task was difficult (1 to 10 ms) [16].
The bandwidth requirement is more relaxed than the delay and
jitter requirements, which is around 128 kb/s [10]. Finally, the
data loss rate ranges between 0.01% and 10% [10].

Table I summarizes the QoS parameters associated with the
four media: audio, video, graphics, and haptics. Notice that
these requirements are very varying per media as well as among

the multiple media. It is also clear that haptic media is more
sensitive to delays and jitter than other media types. Therefore,
in this paper, we propose Admux. Adapting to the different
and varying multimedia requirements is the challenge we are
investigating in this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of communicating multimedia data, partic-
ularly haptic media, has been the subject of research for
the last decade. There have been three research approaches:
1) Improve the control mechanisms to accommodate the un-
predictable behavior of the Internet (such as the use of delay
compensation techniques [17] and jitter smoothing algorithms
[18]); 2) improve the QoS of the Internet, and make it as
reliable as a dedicated network; and 3) optimize the volume of
communicated data necessary to maintain the overall quality of
user perception.

A. Compression and Control

The compression research for audio, video, and graphic data
has reached a matured stage (realized in public standards such
as MPEG, H.261, H.262, etc.). However, despite the stringent
need for haptic data compression, the field is still in its infancy.
There are three approaches for haptic data compression: 1) de-
veloping real-time compression for heterogeneous haptic infor-
mation [19]; 2) exploring the suitability of existing compression
techniques for haptic data [20]; and 3) minimizing the amount
of data using perception-based data reduction [21]–[23].

On the other hand, control techniques are used to ensure
the consistency for haptic applications such as dead reckoning
(DR). In DR, each object’s state is updated locally, and if
the difference between the current state and the previous state
is larger than a preset threshold, an update is broadcasted
to all participants. The main difficulty with this algorithm is
its potential to produce short-term inconsistencies during the
transmission of an update destined to correct the error in the
predicted state. Mauve et al. have proposed an alternative
approach to solve the problem of inconsistency using the local
lag and the timewrap algorithms [24].

Another common control technique is called local lag [24],
where it is assumed that each operation is qualified with two
time stamps: the time when the operation is issued and the
time when the operation should be executed at all nodes con-
currently. The difference between these two time stamps is
called the lag value [25]. The variation of the network delay is
known as jitter. One way to smooth the jitter has been proposed
by Gautier et al. [26] where messages are multicast to all
participants who share a synchronized clock. A time stamp is
attached to each update message, and at the receiver side, the
processing of the received packet depends on their time stamps
and not on their time of arrival.

Admux, on the other hand, addresses different problems
other than the local lag or jitter smoothing; in fact, Admux can
be used together with these algorithms to ensure haptic media
stability and to optimize fidelity. On the other hand, Admux
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dynamically distributes the network resources to best match
both network and application requirements.

B. Transport and Network Protocols

The generic transport-layer protocols [namely the trans-
mission control protocol (TCP) and user datagram protocol
(UDP)] are used by several multimedia applications. Few pro-
tocols have been proposed and evaluated for haptic applications
(such as synchronous collaboration transport protocol (SCTP),
smoothed SCTP, light TCP, real-time protocol for interactive
applications (RTP/I), and transport for teleoperations over over-
lay networks).

The TCP provides several services that have a negative
impact on haptic applications. If a haptic update is lost during
transmission, all the updates that follow will be buffered on the
receiver side, and thus, the fresh updates are being needlessly
buffered on the receiver side [27]. The UDP does not suffer
from such drawbacks; however, it does not fully suit the reliabil-
ity requirements of multimedia applications [27]. For instance,
the UDP has no buffering delays and suffers from higher jitter
because it does not resend lost packets [27].

The SCTP is similar to the UDP since most of the messages
are sent unreliably, whereas key messages are sent reliably.
The smoothed SCTP adds a jitter smoothing mechanism to the
SCTP. On the receiver side, each received update is placed in
a bucket according to its time stamp. The receiver constantly
checks for updates that have been sent by each δt (millisec-
onds), and in case an update is found, it is retrieved from the
bucket and forwarded to the application [28].

The light TCP is inspired from the TCP and supports the
concept of message obsolescence. The sender queue accepts
update messages from the application and processes them as
follows [29]: 1) A key update is placed at the end of the queue
and marked as a key message; 2) a normal update can replace
older normal updates; and 3) unacknowledged update messages
are placed again in the queue if no newer updates from the same
object have been produced.

The RTP/I is an application layer protocol. The communi-
cated messages are categorized as follows: event, state, and
request-for-event packets [30]. An event packet carries an event
or a fraction of an event. A state packet carries the entire state
of an object in the environment. The request-for-event packets
are used by participants to indicate that the transmission of an
object’s state is required by the sender [30].

The research presented in [31] proposes a framework of the
QoS management for supermedia teleoperation systems, where
latency-sensitive supermedia streams are encoded using redun-
dancy codecs and transmitted over multiple overlay paths. The
overlay routes and encoding redundancy can be dynamically
tuned to meet the QoS requirements of the supermedia streams
to compensate for the network performance degradation.

Admux is an application layer protocol and, thus, has the
ability to adapt to application interactions and events. Admux
utilizes a description language [haptic application metalan-
guage (HAML)] that enables applications to configure the
Admux communication protocol based on the application needs
and requirements.

C. Statistical Multiplexing Schemes

Statistical multiplexing is a proven technique used to im-
prove the efficiency of communication over a limited bandwidth
network [32]. The principle is that a group of media channels
shares a limited quantity of bandwidth. The bandwidth is al-
located on a frame-by-frame basis by a centralized controller
(the multiplexer) so that the channels with the most demand-
ing QoS requirements are allowed to borrow more bandwidth
than the channels with less QoS requirements. Most statistical
multiplexing research is done at the transport level (particularly
asynchronous transfer mode networks [32]).

One related work is to dynamically control the arrival rate
of multimedia data by switching the coders to different com-
pression ratios based on the network conditions [33]. The
technique is tested with audio media, and it was found that
the link performance has significantly improved in terms of
reducing the probability of call blocking and enhancing the
multiplexer gain. The work in [34] investigated the use of self-
organizing neural networks to design a statistical multiplexer
for video streams. The proposed approach uses multiple video
coders, followed by a multiplexer that generates the aggregate
sequence for a few video streams. The neural network approach
performed very well to improve the packet loss as compared
to round-robin approach [35] and to smooth the variations of
delays with the rate control.

Statistical multiplexing is realized at the networking level.
Admux, on the other hand, implements a statistical multiplex-
ing scheme at the application layer. This implies that Admux
multiplexing is adaptive to application level interactions and
events, thus providing higher controllability for the communi-
cation requirements.

D. Multimedia Rate Shaping and Synchronization

Rate shaping techniques attempt to adjust the rate of multi-
media traffic generated by the encoders according to the current
network conditions. Feedback mechanisms are needed to detect
changes in the network and adapt the rate of the encoders. The
rate shaping can be obtained by changing the media frame rate,
quantization settings, and movement detection threshold.

Adaptive synchronization can be used for multimedia tele-
conferencing systems involving multiple channels of commu-
nication [36]. The sender is assumed to put a time stamp
in the packets. At the receiver, the playback clock (PBC)
and three counters for no-wait, wait, and discard packets are
maintained. The algorithm specifies that, when packets arrive
early and enough wait packets have been received, the PBC is
incremented. Similarly, when the thresholds of no-wait/discard
packets are received, the PBC is decremented.

Multimedia rate shaping and synchronization have been thor-
oughly investigated for audio, video, and graphic media. How-
ever, dealing with haptic data is yet to be investigated. Admux
explores the possibility of combining and synchronizing haptic
media with audio and video information.

In this paper, we propose Admux, a communication frame-
work with three distinguished features: adaptability and me-
dia prioritization, synchronization of haptic with audio/video
streams, and statistical multiplexing. First, Admux adapts to
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Fig. 1. Communication scheme.

the application requirements, the media type, and the network
resources. Second, Admux provides a synchronization scheme
for haptic–audio–video data. Finally, Admux intelligently mul-
tiplexes the input media channels into a continuous stream to
realize efficient dynamic bandwidth allocation. The application
simulations confirmed our research proposal in terms of adapt-
ability to network conditions, application requirements, and
media type. However, the QoS parameters are not absolutely
guaranteed (statistical multiplexing). Thus, delay compensation
and jitter smoothing are still needed to guarantee haptic inter-
action stability.

III. ADMUX MULTIPLEXING FRAMEWORK

This section introduces the communication framework where
the multiplexing scheme will be used. The core part of this
section is the mathematical model for the adaptive multiplexer.
We present the model and provide insights to its comprising
factors/coefficients.

A. HAML

The HAML is designed to provide a technology-neutral de-
scription of haptic models. It contains ergonomic requirements
and specifications for haptic hardware and software interactions
where haptic application components such as haptic devices,
haptic application programming interface, or graphic models
make themselves and their capabilities known. A complete
description of the HAML can be found in [38].

One crucial part of the HAML is the communication de-
scription scheme, shown in Fig. 1. The communication scheme
describes the QoS requirements for each media channel. The

Fig. 2. Excerpt of the communication scheme.

scheme comprises five different categories of communication
specific information: the transport protocol, synchronization
scheme, compression, control method, and multiplexer (as
shown in Fig. 1). The transport protocol defines the transport-
layer protocol, the reliability mechanism, the QoS parameters
describing the current network resources, and the network mon-
itoring protocol used to measure the current network QoS (such
as the Internet control message protocol). The synchronization
scheme defines both the intermodal and intramodal synchro-
nization models used in the communication. The compression
scheme defines the data preprocessing method (if any is used)
and the codec configurations. The control method scheme de-
scribes the algorithms that are used at both ends of the network
to compensate for the network deficiencies. Fig. 2 shows an
excerpt of the HAML communication scheme.

B. Communication Framework

The general overview of the Admux communication frame-
work is described in our previous work [37]. The communica-
tion framework consists of the following building blocks.

1) Multiplexer/Demultiplexer: This component provides a
way to interleave data from different input media chan-
nels into one serialized bitstream.

2) Network Interface: The network interface provides the
transport-layer communication mechanism for multime-
dia communication (using the UDP in our case).

3) Channel Codec: This component defines two types of
coders/decoders (codecs) for both control channels and
media channels.

4) HAML QoS: This component implements the HAML
schema to define the QoS parameters per each input
channel. A comprehensive description of the HAML is
presented in [38].
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C. Mathematical Modeling

1) Definitions: Given N input channels represented by two
vectors: the desired selection probability (DSP) vector (X) that
is computed from the desired QoS requirements for each input
channel [shown in (1)] and the current selection probability
(CSP) vector (W ) that represents the currently allocated re-
sources for each channel and is shown in (2). The objective is
to match the two vectors so that each channel is provided the
desired proportion of the network resources

X = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]T (1)

W = [w1, w2, . . . , wN ]T . (2)

The DSP vector represents the static requirements of the
application; its values do not change over the multiplexing
iterations. It is calculated as the normalized weighted average
of the desired QoS parameters, as shown in (3) (M is the
number of QoS parameters). The multiplexer is statistical since
it uses probabilities that are mapped to network resources. For
instance, the higher the selection probability, the better the
chance of a channel to win a resource, and thus, the channel
is statistically given a higher portion of network resources.

On the other hand, the CSP vector is dynamic and is com-
puted according to (4). The initial value of the CSP vector (at
t = 0) is computed as the normalized fractions of the initial
network resources and is in proportion to the DSP values. At
a general instance of time (t > 0), the CSP is updated based on
two factors [shown in (4), t > 0]. First, the weighted difference
(xi − wi(t)) is added for the winning channel and subtracted
from all other channels since it represents a resource that is
given to the winning channel and taken from others. A smaller
difference (xi − wi(t)) results in slower convergence of the
CSP value to its DSP counterpart. This is desired since the other
channels should be provided chances to win the competition
next time and thus provide fair distribution of resources. Any
changes in the network conditions are incorporated using the
ΔQ(xi/

∑N
k=1 xk) term. The updates in the network resources

are distributed proportional to the DSP weights

xi =
M∑

j=1

αj · Apj
(3)

wi(t)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

xi

∑M

k=1
βk·Npk∑N

l=1
xl

t = 0

wi(t − 1) + ai (xi − wi(t)) Zi

+ΔQ xi∑N

k=1
xk

t > 0
(4)

where

Zj =
{

1, for the winner
− 1

N−1 , otherwise

M number of QoS parameters;
N number of input channels;
xi DSP of the ith channel;
wi CSP based on the network conditions;
αji convergence rate of the ith input QoS parameter;
Api desired value of the ith input QoS parameter;

βk weighting factor for the kth network parameter;
Npk

value assigned to the kth network parameter;
ai rate at which wi converges to the xi value;
ΔQ change in the network conditions.

Additionally, the proposed model defines an absolute min-
imum DSP vector (X(min)) that represents the nontolerable
minimum QoS requirements corresponding to the just perceiv-
able quality of the media channels [see (5)]. If the minimum
requirement of any channel is violated, the multiplexer drops
that channel where the minimum QoS requirements cannot be
guaranteed and redistribute its resources to the other channels.
In this case, the performance of Admux will be the same except
for N − 1 rather than N channels

X(min) =
[
x1(min) ,x2(min) , . . . ,xN(min)

]T
. (5)

On the other hand, the expected output is the selection
sequence of input channels as well as the prioritization vector
that enforces media prioritization. The prioritization factor can
be used to derive the compression rates in order to control the
data rate, error rate, and jitter effects.

2) Procedure: The procedure used to determine the winner
input and eventually make a selection is composed of three
steps: Compute the prioritization factor, compute the intensity
of each input and make a selection according to the minimum
intensity, and update the CSP values.

1) Step 1: The prioritization factor (Ci) is computed as
defined in (6). Ci is the summation of 1/N (the equal
share of weights), the contribution weight [fi/(k)], and
the buffer weight (qli · ϕi). The contribution weight fi(k)
represents the history of winnings for a channel (Kd)
and enables controlling the prioritization factor in an
exponential manner using the exponent prioritization co-
efficient (qei

), as shown in (7). The buffer weight is
computed, according to (8), as the summation of the
number of data units in the buffer (Psizei

) multiplied by
the weight coefficient (ρi) and the rate of data unit flow
(Pratei

) multiplied by its respective weight coefficient
(σi). The linear prioritization coefficient (qli) enables
controlling the prioritization factor in a linear manner
(which may be desired for some media channels)

Ci = g

(
1
N

+ fi(k) + qli · ϕi

)
(6)

fi(k) = 1 −
(

1 − 1
N

) kji
Kdi

qei

(7)

ϕ = ρiPsizei
+ σiPratei

(8)

where
g fairness gain constant empirically set to ten;
fi(k) contribution of the ith input channel;
ki transport stream packet (TS packet) size for the

winner channel;
Kdi

number of wins for the ith channel;
qei

exponential prioritization coefficient;
ϕi state of the transmit buffer of the ith channel;
qli linear prioritization coefficient.
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Fig. 3. UML class diagram for Admux simulation.

2) Step 2: Calculate the intensity Ii(t) for each input channel
(which represents the distance between wi and xi minus
the prioritization factor), as shown in (9). The channel
with the minimal intensity wins the competition and, thus,
is selected by the multiplexer. Notice that D(wi(t), xi(t))
is a negative value since wi is always smaller than xi.
Therefore, the higher the Ci(t), the smaller the intensity
becomes (larger negative number), and thus, the more
likely the channel is to be selected

Ii(t) = D (wi(t), xi(t)) − Ci(t) (9)

where
D(wi, xi) Euclidean distance between wi and xi;
Ci(t) prioritization factor, which is used to enforce

media prioritization.
3) Step 3: Read the current network conditions and update

the CSP values for all the input channels according to
(4) (t > 0). Notice that the wi weight will increase for
the winner channel, whereas the wi weights for all other
channels will decrease (since a resource is taken away
from all other channels and given to the winner channel).
Additionally, the convergence rate (ai) controls how fast
the CSP values converge to the DSP values.

D. Admux Implementation

The multiplexer simulation was developed in C++ using
the Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. The implementation li-
brary consists of four primary classes and three secondary/
helping classes. Fig. 3 shows the major classes used in the
Admux framework implementation. The primary classes are
StreamManager, Admux, Network, and Demux. The other three
classes, namely Buffer, Packetizer, and Transmitter,

play secondary roles in the simulation. Here is a brief expla-
nation of the classes and how they interact with each other.

1) StreamManager: This class is responsible for managing
the input channels to be multiplexed. It can create, update,
and retrieve information about a particular channel in
the communication system so that every input channel is
mapped into one instance of this class. Furthermore, the
StreamManager instantiates one or more instances of the
Buffer class to be attached to each channel—depending
on whether the channel has one or more buffer. Finally,
the StreamManager class provides the Admux class ac-
cess to the channel’s information, the state, and the data
of the buffers.

2) Admux: This class is the core class of the simulation.
It implements the multiplexing model proposed in
the previous section. The multiplexing is performed
by calling several private methods in the order
[ComputeIntensity(), ComputePrioritization(),
and UpdateW()]. In addition, the class provides access
to the application to start and/or stop the multiplexer
using the two public methods: Start() and Stop().
Finally, the application can add channels to the
multiplexer using the method AddStreamManager().

3) Buffer: This class manages the buffer associated
with a particular communication channel. With this
class, we can append data to the buffer (using the
Append() method), retrieve the buffer size (using
the GetRead BufDataSize() method), and retrieve the
buffer information (using the Get() method).

4) Packetizer: This class is responsible for segmenting
the received data into a constant size data unit before
storing it in the buffer. A frame of the “raw” media data is
referred in the implementation as a packetized elementary
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stream packet (PES packet), which might have a variable
length. Therefore, the PES packets are fragmented into
smaller fixed sized data units called a TS packet. This
ensures that the data rate of the multiplexed stream is
constant. The packetize() method receives an instance
of a PES packet and breaks it down to a number of
TS packets. The depacketize() method does exactly
the opposite. It receives a number of TS packets and
assembles them into one PES packet and then forward
the PES packet to the receive buffer.

5) Transmitter: This class provides the Admux class the
interface to the transport protocol. It handles commu-
nicating the TS packets into the network using (in the
current implementation) the UDP as a transport protocol
(using the SendTSPacket() method). It also retrieves
data from the network and forwards them to the Demux
class at the receiver side (using the ReceiveTSPacket()
method).

6) Demux: This class implements the demultiplexing of the
multimodal stream into the destination channels. The
received data are passed to the Demux class via the
Transmitter class and demultiplexed and forwarded to
the corresponding stream manager (to be depacketized
into PES packets and stored in the receive buffer). The
application controls the behavior of this class using the
two methods Start() and Stop().

7) Network: This class simulates the network conditions.
The simulated QoS parameters are the network delay,
jitter, data rate, and data error rate. The Transmitter
class sends the data to the Network class (using the
SendData() method), which in turn applies the appro-
priate network conditions and returns the data using the
ReceiveData() method. The network properties can also
be updated using the UpdateProperties() method.

8) HAML Engine: This class enables the multiplexer to read
the desired QoS parameters from the HAML file using
the GetQoSParameter() method. Furthermore, the mul-
tiplexer can update the list of the desired QoS parameters
using the SetQoSParameter() method.

9) NetworkMonitor: This class measures the network QoS
parameters for each communication channel. In the cur-
rent implementation, this class implements computing
the average delays, jitter, data rates, and data error rates
for the four media channels. This class is used only for
measurements and simulation analysis. It has four meth-
ods, namely MeasureDelays(), MeasureJitter(),
measure ErrorRate(), and MeasureDatarate(), each
returning an array of values for the respective quality
parameters. For instance, MeasureDelays() returns an
array containing the average delays for the four media
channels as computed at the demultiplexer side.

E. Admux Stability Analysis

As a communication framework, it is important to assess
the stability of the Admux framework. The approach adopted
in our analysis (proposed in [40]) identifies two categories of
evolution characteristics, namely architectural and individual

Fig. 4. HugMe system with local and remote users.

class metrics. In our analysis, we refer to hypothesis 2, which
states that a stable framework has a number of single inheri-
tance instances (NSI) to design size in class (DSC) ratio just
above 0.8 if multiple inheritances are seldom used—which is
our case. Our results show that the DSC is 24, whereas the NSI
is 21, and thus, the NSI/DSC ratio is 0.875. This shows that the
Admux architecture is thus stable.

IV. APPLICATION SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A. Application Scenario

Fig. 4 shows an interpersonal communication application,
named the HugMe system, which we have simulated as a proof-
of-concept application for the Admux communication frame-
work. As shown in Fig. 4, the remote person is wearing a haptic
suit (haptic jacket) that is capable of simulating the nurture
touching. The local person uses a haptic device to communicate
his feelings with the remote person. A depth camera [39] is used
to capture the image and depth information of the remote person
and send it back. The local person can touch the video contents,
whereas the remote person receives synchronous touch via the
haptic jacket.

The four simulation streams are defined as follows: The
video object is simulated as a 30-frames/s stream of video
frames, each with a size of 640 × 480 pixels (with 32 b/pixel
(24 b for a red, green, and blue image and 8 b for the depth
image), we assume a frame size of approximately 10 kB). The
haptic object is simulated with an update rate of 1-kHz frame
rate with a haptic frame size of 32 bytes (position, 12 bytes;
orientation, 12 bytes; and time stamp, 8 bytes). The audio object
is simulated at a 64-kb/s rate with a frame size of 417 bytes
(stereophonic). The graphic object is kept at 30 frames/s, and
the frame size is assumed to be 100 bytes (the graphic frame
is the update message for the position and/or orientation of the
graphic objects). The simulation traffic is composed of 1000
packets per input media channel, and all the results are averaged
over the 1000 samples. Finally, a Pentium IV PC with 2 GB of
RAM and 100-Mb/s Ethernet cards was used for the simulation.
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TABLE II
COMPARING DELAYS/JITTERS FOR PARALLEL AND MULTIPLEXED

CHANNELS (NETWORK DELAY IS 30 ms AND JITTER IS 10 ms)

B. Simulation Criteria and Results

Six distinguished features of Admux are evaluated: 1) the
comparison between the Admux multiplexing scheme and the
parallel communication approach; 2) the adaptability of mul-
tiplexing to changes in the network conditions; 3) the time
complexity; 4) the adaptability to the application events and/or
interactions and multiple-buffering scheme; 5) the multiple-
buffering scheme; and 6) the Admux scalability.

1) Multiplexing Scheme Versus Parallel Communication:
The objective of this test is to compare the performance of
Admux with the approach of sending four parallel streams.
To this end, we have simulated four channels with the same
QoS parameters using four UDP communication channels. The
comparison is made for the delay and jitter attributes. In both
cases, the network delay is set to 30 ms while the jitter is set
to 10 ms. A random number generation function is used to
generate random numbers between 20 and 40 ms.

As shown in Table II, the average delays and jitter are almost
equal in the case of the parallel channels. This is because the
application cannot enforce any prioritization for the QoS re-
quirements. Because of the dynamic prioritization mechanism,
Admux provided each channel with proportional resources
based on their QoS and media requirements. The Admux pri-
oritization mechanism works as follows: As Ci increases, the
intensity of the input decreases which gives the corresponding
channel a better chance to win the competition. Moreover,
notice that Ci changes linearly with the state of the input buffers
and exponentially with the contribution factor (fi(k)). The two
coefficients qli and qei

can be adjusted at run time to dynami-
cally change the prioritization weights of the media channels.

As shown in Table II, the delay and jitter requirements are
met for all the channels—except with the delay for the haptic
media which is due to limited resources—(unlike the parallel
communication approach where these requirements were not
fairly distributed). This shows that Admux can adapt to the
application QoS requirements, particularly when they are dif-
ferent for each media channel.

2) Adaptability to Network Conditions: This test evaluates
the ability of the multiplexer to adapt to changes in the network
conditions (resources). This can be demonstrated by tracing

Fig. 5. Simulation with four channels (adaptability of the multiplexer).

Fig. 6. Simulation of two streams [haptic (x1, w1) and video (x2, w2)] with
three network conditions (delay=30 and jitter=5, delay=40 and jitter=10,
and delay = 50 and jitter = 15).

how the weighting factors for each channel are changing against
the desired weights. Due to the fact that the weighting factors
represent the current prioritization level for each media channel,
Fig. 5 shows how the weighting factors (wi) are converging
to the desired values (xi) over time. Notice that the optimal
performance is achieved when the weighting factors are equal
to the desired values, but due to limited network resources,
this cannot always be achieved. Therefore, the resources are
redistributed based on the priority level of the respective media
and network conditions.

Another simulation we performed was to evaluate the adapt-
ability of Admux to changes in the network conditions. This
is performed by tracing how the wi values can converge to xi

in proportion to their corresponding QoS requirements. Fig. 6
shows the simulation with haptics (x1, w1—high priority) and
video (x2, w2—low priority) with three network conditions
(delay = 30 and jitter = 5, delay = 40 and jitter = 10, and
delay = 50 and jitter = 15). As shown in Fig. 6, w1 is con-
verting to x1, whereas w2 is deviating from x2; this implies
that network resources are taken from the video stream (higher
x2 − w2) and given to the haptic stream (x1 − w1 almost zero).
Therefore, changes in the network conditions would affect
some streams where higher priority streams (such as haptic
media) can maintain enough resources. This, in our opinion,
is the main contribution of Admux.
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Fig. 7. Time complexity analysis.

3) Time Complexity Analysis: One of the critical factors to
examine is the time complexity of the multiplexing scheme.
We implemented a high precision timer (up to nanoseconds
resolution), which is provided in a Windows XP operating
system, in the NetworkManager class to measure the compu-
tation time for a multiplexing cycle. As the results in Fig. 7
demonstrate, the average computation time is 1.87 μs (the
maximum computing time is 2.1 μs which is comfortably below
the 1-ms delay needed for the haptic modality). This implies
that the multiplexing computation time has no tangible impact
on the Admux performance.

4) Application Event Adaptability: The objective of this
simulation is to evaluate the adaptability of Admux to appli-
cation events and interactions. We simulated a collision event
between the haptic device and the body of the remote person.
Typically, the audio media is assigned a higher priority level
than the video; however, we assume that the video stream
should be given a higher priority level than the audio in case
of collision (the same for the haptic media). Admux should
provide a higher bandwidth proportion to the video stream
compared to the audio stream as soon as the collision event
occurs. We measure the dynamic bandwidth allocation based
on the number of packet sent for each media channel.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 where the number
of communicated packets is plotted against time in two cases:
when the collision event was considered by Admux versus
when it was ignored. The two streams are noted as V object
(for the video stream) and A object (for the audio stream) in
the diagram. In case the collision event is not considered, the
A object received a higher bandwidth than the V object since,
in general, the audio channel has a higher priority than the
video channel. On the other hand, when the collision event
is simulated at t = 40 s (see Fig. 8), Admux dynamically
changed the prioritization of the two media channels so that
the V object is allocated a higher bandwidth than the A object.
This demonstrates that Admux realizes a dynamic bandwidth
allocation based on the application events and interactions.

5) Multiple-Buffer Scheme: Another simulation we con-
ducted was to examine the effectiveness of the multiple-buffer
scheme with two media streams (H object and V object).
Fig. 8 shows the results of these simulations. We compare the
network throughput with both the single- and multiple-buffer
scheme. As we start injecting the delay, jitter, and packet loss

Fig. 8. Packet throughput with simulated collision event.

Fig. 9. Packet throughputs with single buffering and multiple buffering.

into the simulation, the resulting key update throughput for
both approaches (single and multiple buffers) starts to diverge,
particularly for the haptic stream (see Fig. 9).

The difference in the performance can be explained as
follows: In the single-buffering approach, the retransmission
buffer can easily fill up with obsolete updates under jittery and
lossy conditions, whereas, in the multiple-buffering approach,
unwanted key updates are strategically discarded according to
the properties of the media channel to which they belong.
Transferring the obsolete updates steals the available bandwidth
from the fresher ones, particularly if these updates end up
making it to the receiver side in the first transmission but are
not acknowledged on time because of the jitter in the network.
Moreover, as the retransmission buffer grows bigger, it starts to
compete for the bandwidth of the sending buffer.

6) Media Channel Scalability: The scalability test is per-
formed to examine the impact of an increase in the number
of input media on the computation time of the multiplexer.
We ran the same simulation while changing the number of
input media channels and computed the average computation
time for 1000 cycles. It is found that the average computation
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time is maintained with an average of 1.83 μs. Therefore, the
multiplexer performance is not affected by the increase in the
number of input channels.

C. Result Discussion

The simulation results presented in this paper show that
Admux outperforms its competitors in three main tracks. First,
compared to existing multimedia frameworks such as MPEG-
4, Admux has the capability of adapting to different network
conditions while having the higher priority streams marginally
affected by these changes. This is of particular importance
when haptic media is used since the haptic device stability is
very sensitive to changes in the network conditions.

Comparing Admux with transport-layer protocols, Admux
has the distinguished feature of synchronizing haptic data with
audio/video data. To the best of our knowledge, existing trans-
port protocols cannot adapt the communication scheme based
on application interactions and events. Admux has successfully
been able to communicate synchronous haptic–audio–video
data that are verified with the HugMe system simulation.

Finally, compared to traditional statistical multiplexing,
Admux adapts to application level events and interactions. Tra-
ditional statistical multiplexing does not consider application-
specific events for the multiplexing scheme. On the contrary, as
shown in Fig. 7, Admux has changed the allocated resources
dynamically based on the collision event. Therefore, Admux
is suitable for the Internet network where QoS conditions are
sporadically changing. This is achieved by strategically locating
the statistical multiplexing at the application layer.

However, for dedicated networks where network resources
are not significantly changing, Admux would be redundant
since multiplexing can be placed and performed at the transport
level.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented the design, implementation, and
evaluation of the Admux communication framework for
haptic–audio–visual data. The design, mathematical modeling,
and implementation of an adaptive multiplexing scheme have
been also proposed. Furthermore, an interpersonal communi-
cation system, named the HugMe system, has been simulated
to test the performance of Admux. The performance evalua-
tion has shown that Admux adapts to changes in the network
conditions as well as the application interactions. Finally, the
time complexity has showed that Admux operates comfortably
within the 1-ms delay for the haptic interaction (1.83 μs).

As for future work, we plan to plug Admux into the HugMe
system and test the networked application using the Internet
network. Furthermore, we would like to test the application
with users and study the immunity of Admux to changes in
the network conditions and the usability implications of these
changes. Finally, applications from different fields (other than
chatting) will be considered for the Admux performance. Such
studies will experimentally prove the ability of Admux to
adapt to various haptic applications with different networking
requirements and interaction styles.
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